
MANAGEMENT AND ASSUMPTIONS

We always make assumptions and are bound by constraints, and we always deal with them in our daily life. For
example, suppose you plan to go shopping at a.

Assumption Management Assumptions are usually captured during the planning phases of the project. Yet one
category of risk often slips past this: that of assumptions. Project Assumptions should be well Documented
and well Communicated. Assumptions These are what the Project Manager expects to have or are easily
accessible for the project. Your assumption is false, and your plan for shopping is endangered. These three
terms have immense utility in Project Management if they are used appropriately. However, the equipment is
not provided when the time comes. The Critical Assumption Planning Process Knowledge-base assessment[
edit ] This step takes "a comprehensive analysis of what is known and unknown about the competition, market
and technology" Sykes  Even with this action in place, you should also continue to be vigilant for signs of
confusion and coping excuses and blaming others for problems is a clear sign. Plan re-testing: assumptions
must be re-tested regularly if not constantly. Then, assumption for assumption, while keeping the other
assumptions at base case , the NPV changes for each assumption in the worst- and best-case scenarios are
checked. Create or update the assumption plan: The assumption plan holds all data gathered during the ABP
process. These will apply to all departments and at all stages of the project. Answering these questions will
help you make more accurate assumptions in future project. This will help you keep an overview of all aspects
that might restrict your projects and also help you identify all the possibilities that enable you to deliver the
project on schedule and on budget. Design tests: Design a test for every critical assumption. Let me try to
bring some clarity around these simple looking, confusing terms. However, the above will allow for successful
management. Constraints These could have a negative effect on the project. A constraint can be of two types:
Business Constraints. Assumption Analysis is one of the important techniques for Risk Identification.


